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Abstract 

As cost of renewable energies continues to decrease, CO2 electrochemical reduction (CER) to value added 

fuels and chemicals is now a foreseeable possibility. Multi-carbon (C2+) products, such as ethanol and 

ethylene are especially promising due to their high economic potential. However, to date, all catalysts that 

produce C2+ products at an industrially relevant current density contain a significant amount of copper, 

which is intrinsically challenging in CER selectivity and stability. To improve performance, significant 

research effort was made to improve copper catalysts via techniques such as morphology engineering and 

incorporation of various organic and metallic additives. Nonetheless, CER is well known to be a delicate 

system, and catalyst optimization by itself is insufficient in achieving performance. Instead, other CER 

components such as catalyst support, reagent gas feed, and electrolyte are all essential contributors to a 

successful system. For example, electrolyte pH and cation have both been shown to exert significant effects 

on CER in both theorical and experimental studies. Nonetheless, comparatively, electrolyte anion receives 

much less literature attention, and its effect is insufficiently understood. Although CER literature typically 

chooses from a small pool of anion type, namely HCO3
-, SO4

2-, Cl-, Br-, or I-, their selection is often poorly 

justified and lacks a rational basis. Therefore, this thesis reports how anion affects selectivity and stability 

of CER on polycrystalline copper. Via modelling, experiments, and in-situ measurements, the investigation 

reveals that anion, via salting out effect, modulates CO2 solubility and availability, which in turn affect 

catalyst performance. Specifically, copper stability is especially affected by anion. Altering anion type and 

anion concentration causes a multi-fold variance in stability time (halides > bicarbonate > sulfate; low 

concentration > high concentration). On the other hand, at high current densities (100 – 250 mA/cm2), CER 

selectivity is much less sensitive to changes in anion, only showing a difference in performance under 

extreme anion conditions. By linking anion, CO2 availability, and CER performance, this thesis provides a 

rational basis for future anion selection, and highlights CO2 availability’s importance in CER processes. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 CO2 Electrochemical Reduction 

CO2 electrochemical reduction (CER), powered by renewable electricity and converting CO2 into 

useful fuels and chemicals, is a picturesque idea to achieve negative carbon emission and large-

scale renewable energy storage simultaneously. Of course, for CER to be considered a possibility, 

there must first exist reliable and financially sensible sources for both CO2 and electricity. In the 

past, these conditions were not available, and that is why although CER on various metals has been 

known since 1980’s,1 it did not attracted mainstream attention until recently. However, in 2010’s, 

both CO2 capture, and renewable energies have seen remarkable growth. CO2 capture both from 

point source and directly from air have been experiencing growth in funding, planning, and 

deployment 2-4. Moreover, prices of renewable energy such as solar and wind have been steadily 

declining and are now in the range of 40 – 80 USD/MWh, which is competitive with traditional 

fossil fuels powered electricity.5 As a result, recent technoeconomic analyses have shown that with 

today’s CO2 and renewable energy costs, CER can become a viable CO2 mitigation technology 

with foreseeable development.6, 7 Therefore, CER research is now experiencing a significant 

increase in popularity in research literature, especially since mid 2010’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Note: Major part of this chapter has been published in Current Opinion in Electrochemistry.8 
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1.2 C2 products – ethanol and ethylene 

In CER, CO2 can be converted into various chemicals, including one-carbon (C1) products such as 

methane, formic acid, and carbon monoxide, and multi-carbon (C2+) products such as ethylene, 

ethanol, and propanol.6 The level of difficulty to obtain each product and the value of each product 

can vary drastically. Often, catalytic metal selection plays a decisive role in product distribution. 

In general, production of formate and CO are most easily obtained. Formate can be produced at a 

high selectivity using metals such as Pb, Hg, Tl, and In without much additional modifications.9 

Similarly, CO production on Au, Ag, and Zn is also robust, often comfortably reaching 80% 

selectivity. Therefore, CER to formate and CO are currently approaching industrial application.10 

Although production of formate and CO are technologically straight forward relative to other CER 

products, their current market demand is comparatively small, at less than 10 Mt annually.11 

Therefore, market demand will ultimately constrain CO and formate CER’s production level and 

CO2 mitigation impact.11 On the other hand, ethanol and ethylene, which are also CER products, 

have significantly greater usage (≈100 Mt/year) due to their roles as essential chemicals in many 

large scale processes. In addition, they also have higher prices than formate and CO (ethylene ≈ 

1000 USD/ton, ethanol ≈ 600 USD/ton, formate ≈ 400 USD/ton, CO ≈ 300 USD/ton).7 Ethylene is 

a cornerstone in chemical manufacturing, not only as polyethylene but also a precursor to styrene, 

ethylene glycol, and ethylene chloride.12 Ethanol not only plays in important role as a fuel, but also 

as chemical feedstock and solvent.13 Therefore, market size and demand together provide an 

attractive financial incentive for CER to ethanol and ethylene which is a basis to unlock large 

environmental mitigation potential.13 Furthermore, current production methods for ethylene and 

ethanol are environmentally damaging, and to replace them with CER would yield a significant 

secondary benefit.4 Ethylene is made via petrochemical processes, which inherently come with high 

carbon emissions. Ethanol production uses crops such as sugar cane and corn, which raises 

concerns as a competition with food production. Therefore, CER to ethanol and ethylene is a large-
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scale, multi-dimension solution to both CO2 mitigation and clean chemical production, which holds 

an immense potential. These attractive advantages make ethanol and ethylene popular target 

product in CER research, despite its highly challenging nature. 

1.3 Copper as CER catalyst 

Although it was previously mentioned that CER can produce more than 16 products, in practice, 

most metals are only capable of producing either formic acid or CO. Every metal is intrinsically 

selective toward certain products when catalyzing CER. For example, without needing 

modifications, Sn has a high baseline selectivity toward formate while Ag has a high baseline 

selectivity toward CO.9 Copper is unique because it is the only metal with a significant (>10%) 

baseline selectivity toward valuable C2+ products.14 Although it is possible to shift metal CER 

selectivity toward certain products with catalyst modifications, copper’s advantage in its intrinsic 

C2+ selectivity is so significant that attempting to produce C2+ products with metals other than Cu 

would be impractical. To date, all catalyst that produces C2+ products at an industrially relevant 

current density (> 150 mA/cm2) uses copper as the main catalytic component (Table 1). Copper 

ability to produce more than 16 different CER products is it strongest advantage but also its greatest 

challenge due to its difficulty to selectively produce only one desired product.14 An unselective 

reaction not only wastes energy producing undesirable products but also produces a mixture of 

products that is costly to separate, making it doubly unfavorable. Therefore, achieving high 

selectivity is necessary in bringing CER into a industrially viable process.15 Furthermore, copper 

catalysts deteriorate quickly under CER conditions, and their stability is magnitudes away from 

what is required for industrial applications.16 Currently, most CER copper catalysts become 

unstable within 10 to 100 hours, dropping in Faradaic or energy efficiency rapidly, while a practical 

catalyst should have a lifetime exceeding 10000 hours. Therefore, improving copper CER 

performance, especially in selectivity and stability, are key challenges to unlock CER’s potential. 
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Table 1: Some notable electrochemical CO2 conversion performances 

Ref Design Summary Electrolyte 
Current 
Density 

(mA/cm2) 

V vs 
RHE FE (%) 

17 Cu nanocubes 1 M KOH 300 -0.75 C2H4: 57 
18 Cu + Al 1 M KOH 400 -1.50 C2H4: 80 
19 Cu + modified N-arylpyridinium 1 M KHCO3 320 -0.83 C2H4: 72 

EtOH: 10 
20 Cu + poly-N-(6-aminohexyl) 

acrylamide 1 M KOH 430 -0.97 C2H4: 72 
EtOH: 18 

21 Cu + porphyrin iron chloride 1 M KHCO3 300 -0.82 C2H4: 38 
EtOH: 41 

22 

Cu2O + Nafion + optimizations 
(1) Porosity and thickness 
(2) CO2 feed concentration 

(3) Gas feed flow rate 

1 M KHCO3 300 -0.85 C2H4: 44 
EtOH: 25 

23 Cu nanoparticles + PFSA 
ionomer 7 M KOH 1550 -3.23 C2H4: 60 

EtOH: 13 
24 Cu + Ag 1 M KOH 330 -0.70 C2+: 48 
25 Fluorine modified Cu 0.75 M KOH 1600 -0.89 C2H4: 65 

EtOH: 12 
 

1.4 Gas diffusion electrode 

In CER, important performance metrics include current density, Faradaic efficiency (FE), energy 

efficiency, CO2 utilization efficiency, product concentration, and system stability. These 

performance metrics govern both capital and operational cost of a CER system. In a CER process, 

CO2 reduction occurs on the cathode and water oxidation occurs on the anode. A membrane is often 

used to separate anode and cathode to prevent products crossover while allowing ion exchange 

(Figure 1).26 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a CER system. 

 

In recent years, CER efficiency, especially current density, has seen an impressive progress due to 

the emergence of the gas diffusion electrode (GDE). Traditional aqueous cathodes are limited by 

CO2’s low solubility and diffusivity in water and operate far below the industrially applicable 

current density (150 mA/cm2). GDEs, on the other hand, have much better CO2 mass transport 

qualities 27 and are able to operate at a current density beyond 1000 mA/cm2 23, 25. GDEs comprise 

two main layers – catalyst layer (CL) and gas diffusion layer (GDL) (Figure 2). In GDEs, mass 

transports of gas and liquid are asymmetric. When CO2 gas arrives at the CL/GDL boundary, CO2 

proceeds to dissolve in water and diffuse toward the catalyst particles. On the other hand, when 

electrolyte solution arrives at the boundary, it is held back by GDL’s small hydrophobic pores and 

does not penetrate. GDL’s barrier function keeps the CO2 diffusive length short and the overall 

electrode performance stable 28. Carbon-based gas diffusion layers have been widely used, but they 

are unstable under CER conditions 28. In recent years, polytetrafluoroethylene (PFTE) gas diffusion 

layers have become more prevalent due to their ability to maintain hydrophobicity under high 

applied potentials 23.  
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Figure 2: Illustration of gas diffusion electrode (a) overview of the GDE highlighting GDL and 

CL; (b) zoom-in structure of the CL; (c) HER and CER occurring on the catalyst surface. This 

figure was published in 8. 

1.5 C2+ products 

As mentioned previously, C2+ products are desirable due to their economic potential. However, 

there are two main types of competing reactions to C2+ production – hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER) and C1 production. These reactions often occur simultaneously because they have similar 

reduction potentials 29. Selectivity toward C2+ products can only be achieved via carefully 

controlling catalyst layer mass transport, catalyst materials, and catalyst surface morphology. 

Overall, three key factors governing CO2 to C2 conversion efficiency are local CO2 and CO 

concentration, local pH, and intermediate-catalyst interaction (Figure 3). To control these factors, 

researchers have been investigating design strategies for both active catalyst materials and overall 

CL morphology. In this section, important design factors and techniques are discussed, as well as 

their advantages and limitations. 
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Figure 3: Key factors in CER (a) local pH; (b) local CO and CO2 concentration; and (c) 

intermediate-catalyst interaction. This figure was published in 8. 

 

CER to C2 products often involves three important steps: adsorption of CO2 onto the catalyst 

surface to become *CO2; reduction of *CO2 into *CO; and formation of C-C bond via *CO 

dimerization to form OC**CO or coupling of other C1 intermediates 14, 30. The availability of these 

species and how they interact with the catalyst surface govern C2 formation.  

 

1.5.1 Local CO2 and CO concentration 

Experimental results and density functional theory calculations both show that OC**CO 

production is favored when an appropriate amount of *CO is available 31. Excessive CO2 is 

undesirable because *CO2 could outcompete *CO for surface coverage 32. Nonetheless, excessive 

*CO can also be unwelcomed because high *CO coverage promotes acetate production, instead of 

ethylene and ethanol 33. Catalyst selectivity is optimal only when CO2 and CO concentration are 

balanced. By controlling CO2 concentration in the feed gas, Tan et al. demonstrated the importance 

of optimizing CO2 concentration. Under otherwise identical conditions, C2 FE was 49% with 25% 

CO2 inlet, 55% with 50% CO2 inlet, and 44% with 100% CO2 inlet 22. In a similar experiment, Li 

et al. observed the effects of varying CO inlet concentration. Combined FE of ethylene and ethanol 

was 52% with 2.5% CO inlet, 71% with 10% CO inlet, and 47% with 100% CO inlet.33 
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1.5.2 Local pH 

Both CO2 reduction and HER involve multiple proton-coupled-electron transfer processes. 

Therefore, the local pH (e.g., related to H+ concentration) directly affects these reactions. Unlike 

HER or CO2 conversion to methane which comprise only proton-coupled-electron steps, 

dimerization of *CO involves only electron transfer and is independent of proton concentration. 

Increasing the surface pH is therefore an effective tool to suppress both H2 and methane production, 

thereby promoting CER to C2 products 34. Chen et al. were able to increase ethylene FE from 72% 

to 87% by increase KOH catholyte concentration from 1 M to 10 M 20. Conveniently, CO2 

conversion produces a large quantity of OH- as a side product 28. Leveraging these locally generated 

OH- to increase C2 production will be an important theme when discussing design strategies. 

1.5.3 Intermediate-catalyst interaction 

The ability of a catalyst to produce C2 molecules depends on how it interacts with the key reaction 

intermediates (e.g., *CO and OC**CO). A weak bond with CO leads to the formation of CO gas 

while a bond that is too strong would poison the catalyst surface. A suitable CO binding strength 

enables further hydrogenation and dimerization of *CO to form hydrocarbons. Besides binding 

energy, CO adsorption configuration also affects its dimerization. CO can bind to the copper 

surface in two different ways, either with one copper atom (atop) or with two (bridge). density 

functional theory calculations show that dimerization activation energy is the lowest when an atop 

*CO dimerizes with a bridge *CO 19. Therefore, maintaining balance between atop and bridge *CO 

population would increase dimerization 35. By preferentially stabilizing atop *CO using N-

arylpyridinium based additives, Li et al. were able to obtain a high ethylene FE of 72% 19. 

1.6 Catalyst layer design strategies 

Optimizing the key factors affecting C2+ production requires a precise control over both the active 

catalyst phase and the overall CL morphology. Active catalyst phase governs CO adsorption and 

local reaction environment while CL’s morphology is key for mass transport and local pH.  
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1.6.1 Active catalyst 

As copper has been demonstrated to be the most effective electrocatalyst for C2 production, tuning 

Cu surface properties is a powerful tool to improve CER to C2 performance. This can be done via 

several strategies, including controlling the catalyst morphology, doping, surface coating, and using 

hybrid structures (Figure 4). 

Morphology. Tuning catalyst particle morphology alters the exposed facets or creates surface 

defects. This is one of the most successful approaches to increase C2 formation.  Copper (100) 

facets are often selective toward C2 products because low coordinated copper atoms on these 

surfaces better stabilize *CO. Nanocubes are rich in (100) facets and often have good selectivity 

for C2 products 17, 36. However, nanocube catalysts are often unstable because these (100) surfaces 

deteriorate rapidly during CO2 reduction 16, 37, 38. In recent years, there have been some promising 

attempts to protect these nanocubes with an organic 39 or a graphene 40 layer. Defect engineering 

also aims to stabilize *CO with low coordination atoms. However, in defect engineering, instead 

of having a uniform facet, the catalyst surface is furnished with irregular “defective” features. 

Defective sites such as steps, grain boundaries and oxygen vacancies have an abundance of low 

coordination surface atoms 41-43. *CO stabilization on these defects promotes dimerization reaction 

and C2 production. These defective sites are also mass transport bottlenecks. Buildup of OH- (from 

CO2 reduction) impactfully increases surface pH which promotes C2 selectivity 44. Reduced copper 

oxide (Cu2O and CuO) surfaces are rich with defective sites 45, grain boundaries 46, and possesses 

good pH retaining ability 47. It is worth noting that C2 selectivity would decrease in a catalyst with 

too many defect sites 14. Controlling the size and shape of copper oxide particles is therefore an 

effective way to optimize C2 selectivity on oxide-derived catalysts. Single metal atom catalysts are 

another approach of morphology control that unlocks many catalytic properties not achievable by 

the bulk metal phase. Most notably, single Cu atoms have shown good ability to catalyze CO2 to 

ethanol. Karapinar et al. co-doped Cu and N on carbon and obtained an ethanol FE of 55% 48. Xu 

et al.’s carbon supported copper had an ethanol FE of 91% 49. 
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Doping. Doping Cu with metallic or non-metallic elements can alter its electronic structure, and as 

a result, its catalytic performance. While there are many metals that can be incorporated into a Cu 

matrix, only few elements have been found to increase C2 production at high current densities. 

Among successful examples, Al doping has significantly improved ethylene selectivity and overall 

C2 formation 18 while Ag doping has increased ethanol production at the expense of ethylene 50. A 

key challenge in metallic doping involves the formation of active sites which are favorable toward 

undesired products. Incorporation of non-metallic elements such as B, N, and halogens into Cu 

crystals or on Cu surfaces can also improve C2 production.  B-doping creates a positive Cu+ surface 

which favors C-C coupling reaction 51 while Cu3N is an elegant combination of nitrogen doping 

and facet engineering 52. Halogen ions are an emerging class of dopants because they can withdraw 

electron density from copper and maintaining a mixture of Cu+ and Cu on the catalyst surface, 

which favor *CO dimerization 25, 38, 53, 54.  

Surface coating. Coating Cu surface with nitrogen containing polymers represents another strategy 

to control CER 55 because nitrogen can alter CO adsorption and the local reaction environment. 

Recent promising examples include acrylamide 56, aryl pyridinium 19, and amine 20. Acrylamide 

stabilizes OC**CO via H-bonding and stabilizes *CO by donating electron density to copper 56. 

Aryl pyridinium preferentially stabilizes atop *CO and increase atop to bridge *CO ratio 19, 

resulting in a balance in atop and bride *CO population which favours C2 production. An amine-

based polymer was found to increase *CO concentration and enhance local pH 20. Compared to 

other catalyst modification methods, surface coating has a significant impact on improving C2 

production, especially ethylene. Using this approach, ethylene selectivity of up to 87%, which 

meets the requirement for practical application, has been demonstrated 20. 

Hybrid. To improve C2 formation via a tandem catalytic mechanism, copper can be combined with 

other active catalysts. Highly selective CO2- to-CO catalysts such as Au 57 and Fe-Co based 

molecular catalyst 21 can be deposited on Cu surface to increase local CO concentration and 
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consequently, C2 production. Similarly, increasing CO local concentration can be achieved by 

depositing Cu particle on a support containing single atom catalyst such as Ni-N-C 58. These hybrid 

tandem catalyst designs are found to be effective in improving C2 formation at a low overpotential 

and in tuning C2 selectivity toward liquid products. However, improving the total C2 formation at 

a high current density using this approach has not been demonstrated.  

 

Figure 4: Tuning the catalytic activity of the active materials via controlling morphology, doping, 

surface coating, and using hybrid structures. This figure was published in 8. 

 

1.6.2 Catalyst Layer 

In addition to the nature of the active materials, controlling the morphology of the CL represents a 

combinative approach to further improve CO2 to C2 efficiency. This involves tuning CL thickness 

and porosity, optimizing catalyst-to-binder ratio, and mixing different catalytic active phases 

(Figure 5). 

Thickness and porosity: Thickness and porosity optimization are essential in any CL design 

because they are the foundation of mass transport for both reactants and products. In general, 

nanoparticle-based catalyst layers are often between 1 and 5 μm 22. A thin and porous structure is 

usually desirable because it has a short diffusive length and a high effective diffusivity which 

improve mass transport 22. Nonetheless, there exists a trade-off between thickness and porosity. 

When catalyst loading (i.e., the number of active sites) is constant, “thinness” and porosity are 

inversely related. Solubility of gas products are around one magnitude lower than CO2’s solubility. 
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Therefore, production of gas products generates a large quantity of gaseous bubbles. It is imperative 

that these bubbles exit the CL effectively. Buildup of product bubbles can cause structural damage 

in the CL and induce flooding in the GDL 59.  

Catalyst-to- binder ratio. To stabilize the active phase and to improve the mass transport, binders 

such as ionomers and polymers are often incorporated into the CL. Binders are usually not 

electrically conductive. Therefore, catalyst-to-binder ratio needs to be optimized to achieve high 

performance. Incorporation of perfluorinated sulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomers, which combines 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic functionalities, significantly improves CO2 transport in CL, leading 

to a very high C2 production rate. When CL thickness and Cu-to-ionomer ratio were optimized, a 

C2 partial current density of up to 1.3 A/cm2 was achieved 23. PFSA is an effective additive in both 

alkaline and acidic conditions because it can increase surface CO2 concentration in alkaline media 

23 and surface K+ concentration in acidic media 60. Typically, an optimal PFSA loading is between 

2% 22 to 4% 23 by weight to copper, depending on the operating current density. Incorporation of 

hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) particles into the CL creates a hydrophobic catalyst 

microenvironment and improves CO2 gas-diffusion electrolysis 61.  

Mixed and layered structures. As discussed above, combining Cu with a CO2-to-CO catalyst 

would increase local CO concentration which favors C2 formation. While the hybrid approach is 

an effective technique, combining Cu particles with other CO2-to-CO catalyst particles in a mixed 

or layered structure is another way to achieve tandem catalysis 24, 31. Interestingly, mixing Cu and 

Ag nanoparticles results in a more effective C2 production than when pure CO is fed to Cu 24. Future 

works on investigating the effects of Cu to Ag distance and CO transport between the two active 

materials could further enhance C2 production.  
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Figure 5: Controlling the structure of the catalyst layer, including its thickness and porosity, 

catalyst-to-binder ratio, and mixed and layered structures. This figure was published in 8. 

1.7 Anion Effect 

Although CL optimization is the most active research area, to overcome CER challenges, it requires 

not only a well-designed catalyst but also a harmonious cooperation of all components such as 

electrolyte, membrane, gas delivery, and overall electrolyser design. Specifically, all components 

must function to maintain an optimal catalytic surface environment that promotes favorable 

reactions. As discussed previously, important factors that define this surface environment include 

availability of CO2 and H2O, surface coverage of *CO and other intermediates, pH, and presence 

of electrolyte cations and anions. Indeed, it is well established that many of these factors exert 

strong influences on CER performance. For example, cation effect on selectivity has been 

repeatedly explained both experimentally and theoretically to show K+ and Cs+ promote best CER 

performance.62-64 On the other hand, effects from anion have been comparatively neglected and 

much less understood than other factors. While using K+ cation is general considered standard 

practice, there is no such consensus on anion. Researchers often choose arbitrarily between HCO3
-

, Cl-, Br-, I-, and SO4
2- without a solid justification. So far, studies devoted to anions are few, Table 

2 provides a comprehensive list of anion research in CER literature. Moreover, these studies also 

tend to focus on a narrow scope which is anion’s effects on catalyst activity.65-69 Specifically, they 

focus on how at a given potential, current density (CD) and Faradaic efficiency (FE) are functions 

of anion type. In general, these studies show that anion affects overpotential and that under a 

constant applied potential, catalysts have higher CD and FE in halides, especially iodide, than in 

bicarbonate.  In results reported by Akhede et al.68, iodide and bicarbonate interestingly showed 
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similar selectivity profiles at similar current densities, but the authors did not elaborate further. 

Also, many previous anion studies were performed under low current densities (around 10 

mA/cm2)65-67, but it is not clear how mass transport limitations and higher local pH at higher current 

densities would affect these results. Moreover, anion effects are typical explained in three ways – 

anion adsorption on copper surfaces,65, 69 anion’s buffering capability affecting local pH, 67, 70 or 

anion’s interaction and stabilization of surface intermediates.66, 68 Nonetheless, none of these 

explanations satisfactorily provides patterns and principles for anion selection, as evident by a lack 

on conformity in anion usage in current CER research. Lastly, catalyst stability is in general an 

under-researched area in CER, and especially so with respect to anion, with no previous studies. 
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Table 2: Summary of CER anion studies, including catalyst selection, current density, anion 

studied, and concentration studied. 

Reference Catalyst 

metal 

Current 

density 

(mA/cm2) 

Anions tested Concentration 

(M) 

Explanation for 

anion’s effect 

Varela et al. 

(2016) 65 

Cu <15 HCO3
-, Cl-, 

Br-, I- 

0.1 – 0.4 Anions adsorption on 

copper surfaces 

Gao et al. 

(2017) 69 

Cu < 80 HCO3
-, Cl-, 

Br-, I- 

0.1 – 0.4 Anion adsorption on 

copper surfaces 

Resasco et al. 

(2018) 67 

Cu < 10 HCO3
-, ClO4

-

, SO4
2-, BO3

3-

, PO4
2- 

0.05 – 0.2 Anion’s buffering 

capability 

Huang et al. 

(2018) 66 

Cu < 15 ClO4
-, Cl-, 

Br-, I- 

0.1 Anions affect *CO 

coordination 

Akhade et al. 

(2021) 68 

Cu 50 – 250 HCO3
-, I- 0.1 – 1.0 Anions reconstruct 

EDL and stabilize 

intermediates 

Marcandalli et 

al. (2021) 70 

Au < 10 HCO3
-, ClO4

- 0.01 – 0.5 Bicarbonate’s 

buffering capability 

 

To investigate this gap in literature, this thesis reports how prominent CER anions (HCO3
-, Cl-, Br-

, I-, and SO4
2-) affect selectivity and stability of copper during CER at industrially relevant current 

densities. At current densities between 100 and 250 mA/cm2, anions do not have a significant effect 

on product distribution. Selectivity for multi-carbon products (C2+) shifts between 70% to 90% 

under different current densities, but there are no obvious trends with respect to anion. Local 

hydroxide generation and pH effect are likely explanation to anion’s minimal impact on selectivity 

in this current density range. Furthermore, anion exerts a significant influence on copper stability. 

Gas product selectivity, especially for ethylene, is maintained for 6 to 7 times longer in halides than 

in sulfates. In addition, an increase in concentration of any anion leads to a substantial decrease in 

catalyst stability. Overall, this thesis shows that anion type and anion concentration play a major 
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role in controlling CO2 availability which is consequential to catalyst stability. As revealed by in-

situ Raman spectroscopy, CO2 deficiency directly corelate with catalyst deterioration via lessening 

*CO coverage and promoting persistent inert species. By periodically removing these surface 

species using an oxidation treatment, catalyst stability in 1 M KBr is extended three-fold to 50 

hours.  
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Chapter 2 

Modelling of CO2 Availability within the Catalyst Layer Affected by 

Anion Type and Concentration 

2.1 Introduction 

Carbon electrochemical reduction (CER) converts CO2 and water into useful fuels and chemicals 

and holds promising potential as a CO2 mitigation technology. However, technologically, it is 

proven to be a sensitive system whose performance requires a careful optimization. Optimization 

is especially important for CER on copper, due to its intrinsically low selectivity as it produces 

more than 16 different products.14 While experimental studies provide insight at a macro level, 

modelling of CER system plays an important role in understanding CER at micro and meso levels. 

Micro models are effective tools in understanding the interactions that occurs between species on 

the catalyst surface and the electric double layers (EDL),71, 72 while meso models provides insights 

on local CO2 levels and pH. 23, 73 As the field develops, models have begun to consider more 

components. For example, cation ion and its effect have been incorporated into models in recent 

years. 71, 74 These models typically focus on cation’s influence on a micro level, such as cation’s 

electric field, steric hinderance and interaction with intermediates. However, anion, on the other 

hand, was neglected in CER modelling studies. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no 

previous attempt on modelling anion’s effect on CER performance. Therefore, this chapter focuses 

on developing and exploring a model that examines anion’s effect on CER with a focus on local 

CO2 concentration. Modelling results from this chapter show that anion plays an important role in 

controlling CO2 solubility and therefore availability within the catalyst layer. These novel findings 

shed light on anion’s role in CER and provides insights on anion’s experimental performance. 
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2.2 Salting Out Effect and Setschenow Equation 

As discussed previously, CO2 availability at copper’s surface is an important factor in CER 

performance. Traditionally, anion effect on a CER system is considered to be a result of anion’s 

direct interaction with catalytic metals and surface species. However, anion’s salting out effect, 

although a well-known phenomenon, has not yet been explored. Salting out effect describes how 

presence of a dissolved ionic species decreases solvent’s ability to dissolve other molecules, In the 

case of CER, presence of anion decreases CO2 solubility (maximin CO2 concentration at 

equilibrium) in the electrolyte. While there are many models for salting out effect, Setschenow 

equation (1) is well-established in applications such as protein analysis and petroleum refining 75, 

76.  

log $ !
!!
% = 𝑘"𝐼                                                                (1) 

𝛼 is the solubility of gas in an electrolyte with an ionic strength of I. 𝛼# is the solubility of gas in 

water, which can be predicted using Henry’s Law (2). ks is the Setschenow constant, which is 

different for each gas, cation, and anion combination, as described in (3). 

𝛼# = 𝑘$𝑃                                                                   (2) 

𝑘$ is the Henry’s Law constant. P is the partial pressure of the gas. 

𝑘" = 𝑘% + 𝑘& + 𝑘'                                                            (3) 

𝑘%, 𝑘&, and 𝑘' are the Setschenow constants for gas, cation, and anion, respectively. Setschenow 

constants of CER relevant species, empirical measured by Onda et al. 75, 77 are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Setschenow constants for CER relevant species 

Species kg kc ka 

CO2 -0.2277 - - 

K+ - -0.0362 - 

OH- - - 0.3875 

HCO3
- - - 0.4286 

CO3
2- - - 0.3754 

SO4
2- - - 0.3446 

Cl- - - 0.3416 

Br- - - 0.3310 

I- - - 0.3124 

 

Furthermore, ionic strength, I, is described in (4). 

𝐼 = (
)
∑𝑐*𝑧*                                                               (4) 

𝑐* is the concentration of the ion and 𝑧* is the charge of the ion. Using Setschenow equation, it is 

found that CO2 solubility is a strong function of different anions and different concentrations 

(Figure 6). CO2 solubility is the highest in halides, followed by sulfate, and bicarbonate is the 

lowest. In addition, in all anions, CO2 solubility decreases significantly in higher concentrations. 

However, it is unclear if this difference in CO2 solubility causes a significant difference in CO2 

availability at copper surfaces under CER operation. To further investigate, a model is developed 

to predict anion’s effect on CO2 availability for CER. 
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Figure 6: CO2 solubility as a function of anion concentration in different electrolytes (K2SO4, 

KHCO3, KCl, KBr, and KI), predicted using parameters from Onda et al.75, 77.  

2.3 Model rationales 

In CER, gas diffusion electrode (GDE) is necessary to overcome CO2 transport limitations and 

achieve high current densities. Therefore, this model will focus on predicting GDE performance. 

As shown in Figure 7, catalyst layer situates on top of a gas diffusion layer. In addition, the 

electrolyte and the CO2 gas are fed in a counter flow pattern. Catalyst layer pore space is considered 

fully flooded with liquid. However, liquid does not penetrate the gas diffusion layer. As 

concentration gradients mostly occur in the vertical direction, an 1D model is adequate to describe 

this system. Moreover, due to the nature of the system, in this model, GDE is broken down into 

two segments - the catalyst layer and the diffusion layer. In the catalyst layer segment, CO2 and 

water are converted to products via charge transfer reactions. In addition, due to CO2’s unique role 

as part of the CO2/HCO3
-/HCO3

2- buffer system, aqueous phase equilibrium reactions also need to 

be accounted. Lastly, assuming no advection (no bubble transport), diffusion will be the driving 

force of mass transport. In the diffusion layer segment, there is no longer catalytic charge transfer 

reactions, but the concentrations are not yet the same as the bulk electrolyte concentrations. In this 

segment, aqueous phase equilibrium reactions and diffusion are the two major phenomena. With 
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fast electrolyte flow, the diffusion layer is assumed to be thin, at half of the thickness of the catalyst 

layer. At the boundary between the diffusion layer and the bulk electrolyte, the concentrations are 

the same as the bulk electrolyte concentrations. Although a Neumann boundary condition would 

monitor mass transfer more accurately at this boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition was chosen 

to maintain numerical stability during simulation. At the boundary between the catalyst layer and 

the gas diffusion layer, all aqueous species except for CO2 are under zero flux. CO2 concentration 

at this boundary is at saturation, according to CO2’s partial pressure in the gas feed (Henry’s Law) 

and CO2 solubility in the liquid which is affected by cation and anion concentrations (Setschenow 

equation). 

 

Figure 7: Summary of the model 
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2.4 Model derivation 

2.4.1 Species summary 

Due to CO2’s ability to participate in acid-base equilibriums (5), CO2, HCO3
-, CO3

2-, H+, OH- all 

need to be monitored. It is also worth noting that due to a fast equilibrium between CO2 and H2CO3, 

these two species are often lumped together as one term, CO2 73. 

𝐶𝑂) +𝐻)𝑂	 ↔ 𝐻)𝐶𝑂+ ↔ 𝐻, +𝐻𝐶𝑂+- ↔ 2𝐻, + 𝐶𝑂+)-                          (5) 

As all three halides, Cl-, Br-, and I-, have similar Setschenow constants, KBr is chosen to represent 

the halides. Therefore, this model will consider three types of electrolytes - KHCO3, KBr, and 

K2SO4. Hence, in addition to HCO3, Br- and SO4
2- also need to be monitored. K+ is not monitored 

under the assumption that it always matches the charge from the anionic species. Table 4 lists the 

species that is tracked in the model. Each anion is also numbered for easier referencing throughout 

the rest of the section. 

Table 4: Summary of species considered in the model 

Species Number 

CO2 1 

HCO3
- 2 

CO3
2- 3 

H+ 4 

OH- 5 

Br- 6 

SO4
2- 7 

 

2.4.2 Diffusion-reaction equations 

Assuming no advection due to mixing and bubble transport, in this CER system, there is diffusion, 

charge transfer reactions and aqueous equilibrium reactions. Therefore, this system can be 

modelled using a standard reaction-diffusion equation (6) 
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./

.0
= 𝐷∇)𝐶 + 𝑅                                                             (6) 

C is the concentration. D is the diffusion coefficient. R is the volumetric reaction rate. Under steady 

state and 1D condition, as discussed previously, (6) becomes (7) 

0 = 𝐷 1"/
12"

+ 𝑅                                                              (7) 

In the catalyst layer, there are two different types of reactions, Req, the aqueous equilibrium 

reactions and Rct, the charge transfer reactions. 

0 = 𝐷 1"/
12"

+ 𝑅34 + 𝑅&0                                                       (8) 

In the diffusion layer, there is only Req, the aqueous equilibrium reactions. 

0 = 𝐷 1"/
12"

+ 𝑅34                                                       (9) 

Equations (8) and (9) together form the basis of the model. 

2.4.3 Reactions 

Equilibrium reactions 

CO2 buffer system’s equilibrium reactions of occurs spontaneously in the electrolyte even without 

an applied current. As CO2 reduction produces a large amount of OH- locally, the catalyst layer is 

a highly basic environment. Therefore, CO2/HCO3
-/HCO3

2- equilibrium reactions involving H+ are 

considered negligible. Hence, as listed in Table 5, CO2, HCO3
-, CO3

2-, H+, and OH- react with each 

other in three reactions. 

Table 5: Summary of acid/base equilibrium reactions 

Reaction Number 

𝐶𝑂) + 𝑂𝐻- ↔ 𝐻𝐶𝑂+- 1 

𝐻𝐶𝑂+- + 𝑂𝐻- ↔ 𝐻)𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂+)- 2 

𝐻, + 𝑂𝐻- ↔ 𝐻)𝑂 3 
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Using classic rate laws, Req of each species can be written as (10) to (15). 𝑘* and 𝑘-* are the forward 

and the backward reaction constant, respectively, for reaction i. Req for Br- and SO4
2- are zero 

because they do not participate in reactions. 

𝑅34,( = −𝑘(𝐶(𝐶6 + 𝑘-(𝐶)                                                         (10) 

𝑅34,) = 𝑘(𝐶(𝐶6 − 𝑘-(𝐶) − 𝑘)𝐶)𝐶6 + 𝑘-)𝐶+                                       (11) 

𝑅34,+ = 𝑘)𝐶)𝐶6 − 𝑘-)𝐶+                                                         (12) 

𝑅34,7 = −𝑘+𝐶7𝐶6 + 𝑘-+                                                          (13) 

𝑅34,6 = −𝑘(𝐶(𝐶6 + 𝑘-(𝐶) − 𝑘)𝐶)𝐶6 + 𝑘-)𝐶+ − 𝑘+𝐶7𝐶6 + 𝑘-+                     (14) 

𝑅34,8 = 𝑅34,9 = 0                                                               (15) 

Charge transfer reactions  

Charge transfer reactions occur in the catalyst layer where CO2 or water receive electrons and are 

reduced. In this model, hydrogen evolution reaction and major CO2 reduction reactions (CO, 

methane, ethylene, ethanol, and propanol) are considered. Water, instead of proton is considered as 

the source of hydrogen due to the highly basic environment. Faradaic efficiencies (FE) listed in 

Table 6 were calculated by averaging experimental FEs in 1.0 M KHCO3, 1.0 M KBr, and 0.5 M 

K2SO4, and adjusting to 100%. Experimental details will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Table 6: Summary of charge transfer reactions and their FEs 

Product Reaction FE 

Hydrogen 2H2O + 2e- ⇌ H2 + 2OH- 8 

CO CO2 + H2O + 2e- ⇌ CO + 2OH- 5 

Methane CO2 + 6H2O + 8e- ⇌ CH4 + 8OH- 1 

Ethylene 2CO2 + 8H2O + 12e- ⇌ C2H4 + 12OH- 55 

Ethanol 2CO2 + 9H2O + 12e- ⇌ C2H5OH + 12OH- 27 

Propanol 3CO2 + 12H2O + 18e- ⇌ C3H7OH + 18OH- 5 
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In addition, these charge transfer reactions are assumed to be uniform throughout the thickness of 

the catalyst layer. Furthermore, only liquid pore volume (exclude the volume of copper metal) can 

absorb the charge transfer products. Therefore, for a given reaction j, Rct is written as (16) 

𝑅&0,: =
;<#∗/>

?#∗;∗@∗AB
                                                        (16) 

FEj is the Faradaic efficiency of reaction j. CD is the current density. 𝑛: is the number of electrons 

transferred per reaction j. F is the Faraday constant. ℎ is the catalyst layer thickness. PO is the 

catalyst layer porosity. As CO2 is consumed in all reaction except for hydrogen evolution reaction, 

its Rct is written as (17). It is worth noting that reactions for ethylene, ethanol, and propanol involve 

multiple CO2, and thus their stoichiometries need to be adjusted accordingly. 

𝑅&0,( = − />
;∗@∗AB

(;<$%
)
+ ;<&'()*+'

C
+ ;<,()-.'+'

8
+ ;<,()*+/.

8
+ ;<01/*+/.

8
)           (17) 

OH- is produced in every reaction at a one-to-one ratio with electrons. Therefore, Rct for OH- is 

independent of FE and nj, as shown in (18). 

𝑅&0,6 =
/>

;∗@2∗AB
                                                         (18) 

Lastly, HCO3
-, CO3

2-, H+, Br-, and SO4
2- are not directly involved in charge transfer reactions. 

Therefore, their Rct’s are all zero (19). 

𝑅&0,) = 𝑅&0,+ = 𝑅&0,7 = 𝑅&0,8 = 𝑅&0,9 = 0                                   (19) 

2.4.4 Boundary conditions 

Boundary condition: diffusion layer and bulk electrolyte boundary 

As discussed previously, concentrations at this boundary for all species match concentrations in the 

bulk electrolyte concentrations. In addition, CO2 concentration in KBr and K2SO4 are considered 

negligible. Concentrations of 1.0 M KHCO3, 1.0 M KBr, and 0.5 M K2SO4 were selected to 

maintain K+ concentration at 1.0 M and to match the experimental conditions of the next chapter. 

Moreover, simulation of KBr is done at three different concentrations, 0.25 M, 1.0 M, and 4.0 M, 

to explore ion concentration’s effect on CO2 availability. 
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Table 7: Summary of diffusion layer/bulk electrolyte boundary condition for each electrolyte 

 1.0 M 

KHCO3 

0.25 M 

KBr 

1.0 M 

KBr 

4.0 M 

KBr 

0.5 M 

K2SO4 

C1 (M) 0.01 0 0 0 0 

C2 (M) 0.98 0 0 0 0 

C3 (M) 0.01 0 0 0 0 

C4 (M) 4.5*10-9 10-7 10-7 10-7 10-7 

C5 (M) 2.2*10-6 10-7 10-7 10-7 10-7 

C6 (M) 0 0.25 1.0 4.0 0 

C7 (M) 0 0 0 0 0.5 

 

Boundary condition: catalyst layer and gas diffusion layer boundary 

As discussed previously, at this boundary, all species except for CO2 have zero flux (20), as there 

is no liquid penetration. 

1/"
12

= 1/3
12

= 1/4
12

= 1/5
12

= 1/6
12

= 1/7
12

= 0                                      (20) 

Moreover, CO2 is at saturation at this liquid-gas interphase, according to Henry’s Law and 

Setschenow equation. There are five major salts considered in this model - KHCO3, K2CO3, KOH, 

KBr, and K2SO4. Therefore, CO2 concentration at this boundary is a function of concentrations of 

these salts at this boundary. Recalling Setschenow equation (21). 

log $ !
!!
% = 𝑘"𝐼                                                            (21) 

However, since there are five salts in consideration, in this case Setschenow equation needs to 

include salting out effect from all five salts, as written in (22). 

log $ !
!!
% = 𝑘",)𝐼) + 𝑘",+𝐼+ + 𝑘",6𝐼6 + 𝑘",8𝐼8 + 𝑘",9𝐼9                              (22) 

Moreover, 𝛼# can be written according to Henry’s Law (23). 

log $ !
D8A

% = 𝑘",)𝐼) + 𝑘",+𝐼+ + 𝑘",6𝐼6 + 𝑘",8𝐼8 + 𝑘",9𝐼9                            (23) 
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After simplification, (24) gives CO2’s boundary condition at this boundary. 

𝐶( = 𝑘$𝑃 ∗ 10^(𝑘",)𝐼) + 𝑘",+𝐼+ + 𝑘",6𝐼6 + 𝑘",8𝐼8 + 𝑘",9𝐼9)                      (24)       

2.4.5 Modelling constants 

Table 8 compiles model parameters such as diffusion coefficients, reaction constants, and 
Setschenow constants. 

Table 8: Summary of model parameters 

Parameter Value Unit Reference 

D1 1.910 ∗ 10-E m2/s 73 

D2 1.185 ∗ 10-E m2/s 73 

D3 0.923 ∗ 10-E m2/s 73 

D4 9.311 ∗ 10-E m2/s 73 

D5 5.293 ∗ 10-E m2/s 73 

D6 2.080 ∗ 10-E m2/s 78 

D7 1.065 ∗ 10-E m2/s 78 

k1 2.2 m3mol-1s-1 73 

k-1 5.2*10-5 s-1 73 

k2 6.0*106 m3mol-1s-1 73 

k-2 1.1*106 s-1 73 

k3 2.4*106 m3mol-1s-1 71 

k-3 2.4*10-2 mol*m-3s-1 71 

	𝑘F,) 0.1647 M-1 77 

	𝑘F,+ 0.1115 M-1 75 

	𝑘F,6 0.1235 M-1 75 

	𝑘F,8 0.0671 M-1 75 

	𝑘F,9 0.0807 M-1 75 

KH 0.34 mol*m-3kPa-1 79 

F 96485 C/mol  
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2.5 Experimental - Model Simulation  

Simulation was performed using COMSOL 5.6. Simulation geometry was formed by connecting 

two linear intervals, as this model contains two 1D segments – catalyst layer and diffusion layer. 

Boundary conditions was set up as discussed in the previous section. Model was solved using 

COMSOL built-in “Coefficient Form PDE” solver. Moreover, mesh size (simulation density) of 

0.36 nm was applied in simulations. Meshing studies were performed to verify that this mesh size 

was sufficiently small to produce accurate results. Lastly, simulation was performed under 

“stationary” mode, as it is a steady state model. 

2.6 Results  

To provide insights into experimental results in the next chapter, model simulations were performed 

using parameters that mimic experimental conditions. Cu catalyst with a thickness of 600 nm was 

tested in all experiments. Additionally, during most experiments, pure CO2 gas was fed at 

atmospheric pressure to the GDE. Lastly, most stability experiments were performed at 150 

cm2/mA. Therefore, most of the following simulation were performed under conditions that 

centered around 600 nm thickness, 100 kPa feed gas partial pressure, and 150 cm2/mA current 

density. In addition to exploring effect from anion type and anion concentration, simulations were 

performed to examine how different catalyst thickness, feed gas partial pressure and current density 

affect CO2 concentration within the catalyst layer. For each simulation condition, the model outputs 

the CO2 concentration profile across the thickness of the catalyst layer as well as the average CO2 

concentration of the profile. 
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In Figure 8, model simulations were performed using different anion type. When K+ concentration 

is fixed at 1 M, average CO2 concentration follows the order of KBr > KHCO3 > K2SO4, with a 

12% difference between KBr and K2SO4. It is worth noting that although KHCO3 has the lowest 

CO2 solubility, its CO2 concentration curve decline the slowest due to its role in the CO2-HCO3
--

CO3
2- buffer system and its ability to generate CO2. Therefore, KHCO3’s average CO2 

concentration fell between KBr and K2SO4. Overall, model results suggest that anion type can 

significantly influence CO2 concentration within the catalyst layer  

 
Figure 8: Model predicted CO2 concentration profile in different electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 M 

KHCO3, and 1.0 M KBr). Simulation assumes steady state operation using Cu/PTFE with a Cu 

thickness of 600 nm, with a gas feed of 100 kPa CO2 partial pressure, at a current density of 150 

mA/cm2. Dimensionless position is adjusted to catalyst thickness. Position 0 denotes gas diffusion 

layer-catalyst layer boundary. Position 1 denotes catalyst layer-electrolyte boundary. Average CO2 

concentration in each profile is labelled on the side of the figure. 
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In Figure 9, each simulation was performed with different KBr concentration. Modelling results 

show that as salt concentration increases, CO2 solubility and average concentration decreases. 

Anion concentration is a strong influence on CO2 concentration, with a 46% difference between 

0.25 M KBr and 4.0 M KBr. 

 
Figure 9: Model predicted CO2 concentration profile in different KBr concentrations (0.25 M, 1.0 

M, and 4.0 M). Simulation assumes steady state operation using Cu/PTFE with a Cu thickness of 

600 nm, with a gas feed of 100 kPa CO2 partial pressure, at a current density of 150 mA/cm2. 

Dimensionless position is adjusted to catalyst thickness. Position 0 denotes gas diffusion layer-

catalyst layer boundary. Position 1 denotes catalyst layer-electrolyte boundary. Average CO2 

concentration in each profile is labelled on the side of the figure. 

In Figures 10 and 11, the independent variables were catalyst thickness and current density, 

respectively. In both cases, catalyst thickness and current density only showed a weak effect on the 

CO2 profile. In Figure 10, as catalyst thickness increases, average CO2 concentration decreases, 

which is logical as increasing thickness increases CO2 transport distance and leads to a worse mass 

transport. In Figure 11, average CO2 concentration decreases with increased current densities, 

which is also expected as a higher current density consumes more CO2. Overall, a weak effect in 

both cases suggest that under these experimental conditions, CO2 mass transport is effective so that 

an increase in mass transport distance or CO2 consumption does not significantly worsen CO2 

concentration. It is likely that a thin catalyst layer (≈1 um) minimizes influence from slight 

alterations in catalyst thickness and current density. 
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Figure 10: Model predicted CO2 concentration profile in catalyst layers with different thickness 

(200 nm, 600 nm, 1000 nm). Simulation assumes steady state operation using Cu/PTFE in 1.0 M 

KBr, with a gas feed of 100 kPa CO2 partial pressure, at a current density of 150 mA/cm2. 

Dimensionless position is adjusted to catalyst thickness. Position 0 denotes gas diffusion layer-

catalyst layer boundary. Position 1 denotes catalyst layer-electrolyte boundary. Average CO2 

concentration in each profile is labelled on the side of the figure. 

 
Figure 11: Model predicted CO2 concentration profile under different current densities (50 

mA/cm2, 150 mA/cm2, 250 mA/cm2). Simulation assumes steady state operation using Cu/PTFE 

with a Cu thickness of 600 nm in 1.0 M KBr, with a gas feed of 100 kPa CO2 partial pressure. 

Dimensionless position is adjusted to catalyst thickness. Position 0 denotes gas diffusion layer-

catalyst layer boundary. Position 1 denotes catalyst layer-electrolyte boundary. Average CO2 

concentration in each profile is labelled on the side of the figure. 
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In Figure 12, model simulate CER under different CO2 partial pressure in the feed gas. Modelling 

results show that partial pressure play a crucial role in determining CO2 concentration with the 

catalyst layer. Average CO2 concentration scaled relatively linearly with CO2 partial pressure, when 

pressure doubles, CO2 concentration nearly doubles as well. This linear relationship is logical 

because CO2 solubility is linearly related to partial pressure via Henry’s Law. 

 

 
Figure 12: Model predicted CO2 concentration profile under different CO2 partial pressure in the 

feed gas (50 kPa, 100 kPa, 200 kPa). Simulation assumes steady state operation using Cu/PTFE 

with a Cu thickness of 600 nm in 1.0 M KBr at a current density of 150 mA/cm2.  Dimensionless 

position is adjusted to catalyst thickness. Position 0 denotes gas diffusion layer-catalyst layer 

boundary. Position 1 denotes catalyst layer-electrolyte boundary. 

 

2.7 Discussions 

Overall, modelling results suggest that anion type and anion concentration play a significant role 

in influencing CO2 availability in the catalyst layer. Average CO2 within copper catalyst layer 

decreases from 18.7 mol/m3 in 1.0 M KBr, to 17.4 mol/m3 in 1.0 M KHCO3, and to 16.4 in 0.5 M 

K2SO4. With respect to anion concentration, average CO2 diverges even further, from 21.0 mol/m3 

in 0.25 M KBr to 11.5 mol/m3 in 4.0 M KBr. As CO2 concentration is well-known to be beneficial 

to CER performance, it is likely that CER performance will follow the order of KBr > KHCO3 > 
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K2SO4 and high concentration > low concentration. Interestingly, by considering anion’s salting 

out effect, this model reaches the conclusion that halide anions are beneficial for CER, which is a 

similar conclusion to many previous works.65, 69 66, 68 Nonetheless, these studies explained this 

conclusion by suggesting that anion interacts directly with the catalytic metal or the intermediates, 

which were not considered in this model. Therefore, it will be important to further investigate how 

halides benefit CER, whether through modulating CO2 concentration or via directly interacting 

with surface species or even a combination of both mechanisms. Next chapter will explore this 

question experimentally via a series of stability tests and in-situ Raman spectroscopy. 

 

In addition to anion type and anion concentration, other simulations also provide insight into the 

system. CO2 partially pressure was suggested to have a strong, nearly linear influence on CO2 

concentration. Nonetheless, in practice, other influences such as bubble transport would likely 

cause deviation from a linear Henry’s Law relation. Nonetheless, CO2 partial pressure should play 

a crucial role in CO2 concentration and therefore CER performance, which will be verified 

experimentally in the next chapter. On the other hand, both catalyst layer thickness and current 

density were shown to not exert a strong influence on CO2 concentration. These results suggest that 

due to a thin catalyst thickness close to 1 um, CO2 mass transport is overall effective under 

experimental conditions. However, true mass transport is likely to be worse than considered in the 

model due to factors such as dead pore spaces and bubble blockages. Therefore, catalyst thickness 

and current density may have an increasingly strong effect on CO2 concentration as experimental 

conditions deviates significantly from 600 nm and 150 mA/cm2. 

 

Lastly, it is worth pointing out that a weakness in this model is that it assumes a uniform distribution 

of charge transfer reactions, regardless of factors such as CO2 availability and pH. In practice, CER 

reaction occurs at a high rate and at a more favorable selectivity in catalytic regions with higher 
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CO2 availability and pH. Nonetheless, this model compensates for this shortcoming by using 

empirically obtained reaction FEs, ensuring that product distribution matches actual experimental 

conditions to a reasonable degree. Therefore, simulations from this model should serve as a useful 

predicter for experimental results. As CO2 availability is well-known to be a strong influencer on 

catalyst performance, model CO2 concentration profiles provide useful insights and prediction for 

CER results. Specifically, according to modelling results, CER performance is expected to follow 

the trend halides > bicarbonate > sulfate as well as low concentration > high concentration, in both 

selectivity and stability. To further explore anion effect on CER, next chapter will discuss 

experiments and empirical studies of anion. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a model was developed to examine anion’s effect on CER performance. 

Specifically, this chapter’s model links anion’s salting out effect with CO2 concentration within the 

catalyst layer, which is a well-known factor for successful CER. To provide predictions for 

experimental results, the model in this chapter imitates the GDE used in the next chapter. Major 

phenomena considered in this model includes acid-base equilibrium reactions in the electrolyte, 

charge transfer reactions on the catalyst surface, as well as diffusion of dissolved species. Model 

simulation was performed using COMSOL 5.6 under operation conditions mimicking the stability 

experiments in the next chapter. Simulation results suggested that anion type and anion 

concentration both exert a strong effect on CO2 availability. Halide anions in low concentration 

(0.25 M KBr) are especially effective in promoting CO2 concentration, which is expected to benefit 

CER. Other factors such as catalyst thickness, current densities, CO2 partial pressure were also 

tested in this chapter, with CO2 partial pressure showing the strongest effect. Overall, anion’s 

influence on CO2 concentration predicted in this chapter suggests that anion would play a 

significant part in affect CER. However, it remains unclear how anion’s impact on CO2 solubility 

quantitively translate into impact on CER stability and selectivity. Moreover, links between anion, 
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CO2 and CER have not satisfactorily explained. Therefore, in the next chapter, through various 

experimental techniques, this thesis will further investigate anion’s role in CER and uncover the 

underlying mechanisms. 
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Chapter 3 

Anion Effect on CO2 Electrochemical Reduction Selectivity and 

Stability on Cu via Modulating CO2 Availability and *CO Coverage 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, modelling studies suggested that anion type and anion concentration both 

exert a strong influence on CO2 solubility and CO2 availability. With a fixed 1 M K+, average CO2 

concentration is 12% greater in Br- than in SO4
2-. Also, 0.25 M KBr resulted in 46% greater average 

CO2 concentration than in 4 M KBr. As CO2 concentration at the catalyst surface is well-established 

as an important performance indicator in CER,22 anion type and concentration are likely to have an 

impact on CER performance. Nonetheless, it remains to be verified experimentally if anion is able 

to influence selectivity and stability, and if this influence indeed occurs through anion’s modulation 

of CO2 availability. Also importantly, as many previous anion studies have experimented under 

low current densities,65, 67, 69, 70 anion effect in an industrially relevant current density (i.e., > 150 

mA/cm2) 7 needs to be explored. In this chapter, anion’s effect on selectivity and stability was 

empirically tested using a GDE flow cell operating between 100 mA/cm2 and 250 mA/cm2. Aided 

by in-situ Raman, experimental results point toward a strong connect between anion, CO2 

concentration, surface *CO coverage, and ultimately CER performance. 

3.2 Experimental 

Cu/PTFE preparation – Cu/PFTE gas diffusion electrodes were made via sputtering Cu (99.99%) 

unto a PTFE substrate (pore size 450 nm) using a Kurt J. Lesker PVD 75 vacuum deposition system. 

Sputtering occurred under 4 mTorr pressure at a deposition rate in between 0.76 and 1.06 A/s, 

yielding a copper layer with a nominal thickness between 500 to 600 nm. Figure 13 shows a typical 

Scanning electron microscopy image of Cu/PTFE sample.  
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Figure 13: Scanning electron microscopy image of Cu/PTFE sample with a nominal Cu thickness 

of 500 nm.  

 

CO2 electrochemical conversion in a flow cell – Experiments were carried out using a flow cell 

with three compartments, which are for gas feed, catholyte, and anolyte (Figure 14). Gas and 

cathodic compartments were separated by a Cu/PFTE electrode with a 1 × 1 cm2 active area. Cu 

and PFTE were oriented to face cathodic and gas compartments, respectively, which allowed gas 

diffusion. Cathodic and anodic compartments were separated by a bipolar membrane (BPM) 

(Fumasep). BPM was selected to minimize ion crossovers between catholyte and anolyte. Ag/AgCl 

(3 M KCl) reference electrode and Ni foam (MTI Corp) counter electrode were set in cathodic and 

anodic compartments, respectively. CO2 gas (99.99%, Praxair) and N2 gas (99.99%, Praxair) was 

fed at atmospheric pressure at a total flow rate of 30 cm3/min. Anolyte was 1 M KOH for all 

experiments. Catholytes were different concentrations of K2SO4, KHCO3, KCl, KBr, or KI as 

specified in each experiment. All electrolytes were made using Millipore water (> 15 MΩ). All 

electrochemical measurements were monitored using Multi Autolab M204. 
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Figure 14: Experimental setup and flow cell schematic 

 

Electrolyte pre-treatment – 0.25 M K2SO4 was pre-treated to test for potential effects from trace 

impurities in electrolytes (vs control without a pre-treatment). 150 ml of 0.25 M K2SO4 was put in 

both cathodic and anodic chambers of an H-cell, which were separated by a bipolar membrane.  Pt 

was both cathode (where trace metals could deposit) and counter anode. After applying a constant 

current of 5 mA for 24 hours, cleaned 0.25 M K2SO4 was obtained from cathodic chamber. 

CO2 electrochemical conversion in an H-cell – H-cell is an electrochemical cell design that uses 

two compartments divided by a membrane. Each compartment is filled with an electrolyte and 

contains an electrode. Cu planar cathodes (1 × 1 cm2) were made via washing Cu foil in acetone 

followed by 3 M HCl. Anode was Ni foam and anolyte was 1 M KOH for all experiments. 

Catholytes were different concentrations of K2SO4, KHCO3, or KBr as specified in each trial. H-

cell’s cathodic and anodic chambers were separated by a bipolar membrane. CO2 was fed via 

bubbling in catholyte at 30 cm3/min. In addition, a stir bar was put in catholyte to enhance CO2 

mass transport. 
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Gaseous products analysis – CER gas products (H2, CO, CH4, and C2H4) were quantified using a 

gas chromatograph (GC, PerkinElmer Clarus 590) with Ar (99.99%, Praxair) as carrier gas. GC 

calibration was done with each gaseous product’s standard gas. GC cleaning cycles were performed 

regularly, and no significant bleeding effect was observed. It is unlikely for reactions to occur in 

the GC as there is no catalyst. GC was directly connected to electrolyser’s (flow cell or H-cell) 

outlet gas stream. Due to the variety of gaseous products, the GC contained two channels. Channel 

A detected CH4 and C2H4 with a flame ionization detector and channel B detected H2 and CO with 

a thermal conductivity detector (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15: Sample GC spectrum with major CER gaseous products (hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 

methane, ethylene) labelled. 
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For hydrogen, methane and ethylene, product FE can be calculated using equation (25). FE is 

Faradaic efficiency. A is the area of the product peak. Q is the flow rate of the gas outlet in cm3/min. 

K is the calibration constant (𝐾$" = 329.6, 𝐾/$4 = 1653.8, 𝐾/"$4 = 2081.7). CD is the current 

density in mA/cm2. 𝑖 = 𝐻), 𝐶𝐻7, 𝐶)𝐻7. 

𝐹𝐸* =
G9∗H

(II∗J9∗/>
                                                             (25) 

Methane was also detected in channel B and its peak overlapped with CO peak. Therefore, to 

calculate CO FE, peak contribution from methane needed to be subtracted from CO/CH4 peak, as 

shown in equation (26). 𝐾/B = 28.6. 

𝐹𝐸/B =
(G$%-

:$84
7; )∗H

(II∗J$%∗/>
                                                       (26) 

Liquid products analysis – CER liquid products (ethanol, formate, acetate, and n-propanol) were 

quantified using a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer (400 MHz Bruker) in water 

suppression mode. 1H NMR spectra were collected in D2O with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as an 

internal standard. In a typical experiment to measure liquid product FEs, CER was performed for 

20 min while circulating 20 ml of catholyte. Next, NMR sample was prepared by mixing 600 uL 

of post-CER catholyte and 100 uL of internal standard (0.01 %wt DMSO in D2O). Figure 16 shows 

a typical product NMR spectrum. 

 

Figure 16: Sample NMR spectrum with major CER liquid products (formic acid, acetic acid, 

ethanol, propanol) and internal standard (dimethyl sulfoxide) labelled. 
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Liquid product FE can be calculated using equation (27). 6 is the number of hydrogens in DMSO. 

78.13 is the molar mass of DMSO. 𝑤𝑡>MFB is the weigh percentage of DMSO in the internal 

standard. 𝑚NF,OMP is the mass of the internal standard in the NMR sample. 𝑚&'0 is the mass of the 

catholyte circulating in the CER experiment. 𝑚&'0,OMP is the mass of the catholyte in the NMR 

sample. 𝐴>MFB is the area of DMSO’s NMR peak. 𝐴* is the area of product i’s NMR peak. 𝐻* is 

the number of hydrogens belonging to product i’s NMR peak (𝐻$/BB$ = 1,𝐻/$3/BB$ =

3,𝐻/$3/$"B$ = 3,𝐻$/$3(/$")"B$ = 3). 𝑛* is the number of electrons transferred in CER to 

produce product i (𝑛$/BB$ = 2, 𝑛/$3/BB$ = 8, 𝑛/$3/$"B$ = 12, 𝑛$/$3(/$")"B$ = 18). CD is the 

current density. F is Faraday’s constant. t is the duration of the CER experiment. 

𝑖 = 𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻, 𝐶𝐻+𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻, 𝐶𝐻+𝐶𝐻)𝑂𝐻, 𝐶𝐻+(𝐶𝐻)))𝑂𝐻. 

8∗Q<=,?&@∗#0A&=%∗G9∗Q2*(∗?9∗;
9C.(+∗GA&=%∗$9∗Q2*(,?&@∗/>∗0

                                                 (27) 

In-situ Raman - Raman spectroscopy analyses were performed with a Renishaw inVia Confocal 

Raman Microscope equipped with a 785 nm laser (excitation source) and immersion objective lens. 

The measurements were executed with a laser power of ~0.1 mW. The final spectra were produced 

with 10 acquisitions with an exposure time of 10 s per frame. Pt wire as anode, sputtered copper 

on PTFE (Cu/PTFE) as cathode, and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode were used with a custom-

designed flow cell for the analysis. Different electrolytes including 1.0 M KHCO3, 0.5 M K2SO4, 

and 1 M KBr were used all in situ Raman experiments. 

3.3 Results and Discussions 

To confirm model predictions in the previous chapter, this chapter investigates anion’s effect on 

CER experimentally. Firstly, to overcome CO2 mass transport limitations and to operate CER at 

industrially relevant current densities, a polycrystalline Cu/PTFE gas diffusion electrode was 

fabricated by sputtering Cu onto a porous PFTE gas diffusion layer. By bringing CO2 closer to 

copper, Cu/PTFE can operate in a flow cell at current densities above 100 mA/cm2. Highest 
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Cu/PTFE’s selectivity for multi-carbon products (C2+), especially ethylene and ethanol, was found 

between 100 to 250 mA/cm2. Therefore, anion effect was studied within this current density range, 

as a higher C2+ FE would better amplify any effect anion may have. 

To investigate anion’s effect on selectivity, Cu/PFTE’s selectivity profile was collected in five 

different electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 M KHCO3, 1.0 M KCl, 1.0 M KBr, and 1.0 M KI) in the 

current density range between 100 and 250 mA/cm2 (Figure 17). K+ was chosen because it was 

well-established to promote C2+ production.62-64 Also, K2SO4 concentration was halved to keep K+ 

concentration at 1.0 M for all samples. Overall, at any given current density, Cu/PTFE in all 

electrolytes showed a similar selectivity profile, especially between SO4
2-, Cl-, Br-, and I-. In these 

four anions, C2+ FE (sum of FE of ethylene, ethanol, acetate, n-propanol), differed by no more than 

8% in all current densities, with no consistent trends suggesting a superior or an inferior 

performance. On the other hand, C2+ FE in bicarbonate was consistently lower than the four, 

especially at lower current densities, by a small but notable margin (no more than 10 %). A lower 

C2+ FE in bicarbonate was likely a result of bicarbonate’s buffering capability, which lowers the 

local pH near the catalyst surface. In CER, pH is well-known to exert a strong effect on 

selectivility.41, 80, 81 High pH promotes C2+ production by suppressing hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER) and methane production, two reactions heavily involving H+. Moreover, CER generates 

large quantity of OH- which makes catalyst surface a highly basic environment.82, 83 Therefore, C2+ 

FE was lower in bicarbonate because bicarbonate was able to consume OH- as a buffer which leads 

to a lower surface pH. However, it is worth noting that the gap between C2+ FE of bicarbonate and 

C2+ FE of the four narrowed considerable when current density became higher. This was because 

when current density increased, OH- production also increased. Eventually, bicarbonate’s buffering 

capacity was overwhelmed, and catalyst surface pH was no longer different in bicarbonate than in 

other electrolytes. At 100 mA/cm2 bicarbonate had a noticeable higher hydrogen and methane FE 

than other electrolytes, which suggested that bicarbonate’s buffering capacity was meaningfully 
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lowering the surface pH. However, at 250 mA/cm2, there is no longer a discernible difference, 

which suggested that bicarbonate’s buffering effect was no longer relevant. Overall, all anions, 

except for bicarbonate at low current densities (100 and 150 mA/cm2) showed a remarkably 

homologous selectivity profile. This uniformity suggests that anion and its interaction with the 

catalyst or the intermediates did not have a noticeable influence on copper CER selectivity at this 

current density range. Instead, pH and OH- were the strongest influencers, as demonstrated in the 

case of bicarbonate. Moreover, profile selectivity variance among different current densities also 

supported that pH and OH- were the key factors behind selectivity. From 100 to 200 mA/cm2, 

ethylene and ethanol FE increased, and hydrogen FE decreased, all of which pointed to an effect 

from an increased pH. OH- continued to dominate selectivity effect until 250 mA/cm2 when CO2 

availability became deficient and became the main influence on selectivity. Also, methane FE was 

low in all current densities, which again suggested a strong suppressing effect from a high pH. (On 

a side note, formate FE rose in higher current densities, which suggested that competition between 

*HCOO binding motif (which led to formate) and *COOH (which led to all other CER products)84 

was affected by current densities, likely via pH or CO2 availability, which is an interesting topic 

for future investigations.) Overall, other than bicarbonate’s buffering ability, type of anion did not 

exert a notable effect on selectivity of copper between 100 and 250 mA/cm2. 
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Figure 17: CER selectivity distribution using Cu/PTFE in different electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 

M KHCO3, 1.0 M KCl, 1.0 M KBr, and 1.0 M KI) at current densities of a) 100 mA/cm2, b) 150 

mA/cm2, c) 200 mA/cm2, and d) 250 mA/cm2. Total FE for all C2+ products is labelled on top of 

each bar graph. 

Next, anion’s effect on copper stability in CER was investigated. Copper’s CER performance was 

continuously monitored by measuring gas product distribution in real time with a gas 

chromatograph. Moreover, copper’s performance was accessed by its ability to produce ethylene, 

the most valuable gas product. Therefore, to amplify any stability effects from anions, all stability 

experiments were performed at ethylene’s highest FE current density, which is 150 mA/cm2. At 

each timestamp, selectivity of each gas product (hydrogen, CO, methane, and ethylene) was 

recorded, until ethylene selectivity fell below 40%. Stability time was quantified as when ethylene 

selectivity fell 5% from its initial value. 
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To quantify copper’s stability in different anions, continuous CER was performed using Cu/PTFE 

in a flow cell system in five electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 M KHCO3, 1.0 M KCl, 1.0 M KBr, and 

1.0 M KI) (Figure 18). Experimental results showed that anion had a drastic influence on stability. 

Overall, there were three tiers of performance – halides (Cl- (12 hr), Br- (14 hr), I- (14 hr) > 

bicarbonate (6 hr) > sulfate (2 hr). Such wide differences between anions were surprising as anions 

did not show a strong effect on selectivity. Also interestingly, although stability time varied 

significantly between anions, general curvature of each gas product with respect to time was 

remarkably consistent. Hydrogen had a slow decline initially, followed by a sharp increase as 

copper became unstable. CO shrank throughout duration of experiment in a rather steady, linear 

fashion. Methane had only a minimal increase initially but accelerated overtime until a sharp 

increase that signified copper instability. Ethylene increased slowly in the beginning, followed by 

a swift fall during catalyst’s deterioration. These consistent patterns suggested that anion likely 

affected the speed of copper deactivation but not the mechanism driving this instability. Lastly, 

fluctuations in the data points can be attributed to bubbles forming and detaching from the catalyst 

surface, which affected surface mass transport and resulted in slight changes in selectivity.  
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Figure 18: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) CO, c) methane, and d) ethylene selectivity over time 

using Cu/PTFE in different electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 M KHCO3, 1.0 M KCl, 1.0 M KBr, and 

1.0 M KI) at a constant current density of 150 mA/cm2. 

Intuitively, a good copper stability performance in halides can be linked with an often-reported 

phenomenon in CER literature that halides are capable of stabilizing copper surfaces due to their 

high electronegativity.85-87 However, in these works, halides were typically contained directly by 

copper as copper halides. It is unclear if electrolyte halides would have a similar stabilization effect. 

To investigate this idea, continuously CER using Cu/PFTE was performed in KBr with different 

concentrations, ranging from 0.125 to 4.0 M (Figure 19). If electrolyte bromides were able to 

stabilize copper, then copper stability should improve significantly in higher bromide 

concentrations. However, surprisingly, a completely opposite trend was observed. Copper stability 

decreased substantially in an increased bromide concentration, with more than five-fold stability 
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enhancement in 0.125 M than in 4.0 M. These results suggest that electrolyte halides were not able 

to in-cooperate onto copper surfaces and to stabilize copper. Instead, through another mechanism, 

they somehow exerted a negative effect on stability.  

 

Figure 19: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) CO, c) methane, and d) ethylene selectivity over time 

using Cu/PTFE in different concentrations of KBr (0.125 M, 0.25 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 2.0 M, and 4.0 

M) at a constant current density of 150 mA/cm2. Note: 0.125 M KBr experiment contains less data 

points because it was performed overnight. 

Moreover, electrolyte halide’s inability to participate in copper surface activities also agreed with 

how selectivity and stability results did not reflect halide’s electronegativity trend (Cl- > Br- > I-). 

Next, to determine if anion concentration effect was only limited to halides, continuous CER in 

bicarbonate with different concentrations was also performed (Figure 20). Results from 

bicarbonate also showed a strong inverse relationship between anion concentration and copper 
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stability. Therefore, regardless of anion type, high anion concentrations were disadvantageous to 

catalyst stability. Lastly, it is worth noting that although catalyst degraded at different speed in 

different anion concentration, overall curvature of each gas product over time was the same. 

Therefore, similar to anion type, anion concentration also only affected deactivation speed but not 

deactivation mechanism.  

 

Figure 20: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) CO, c) methane, and d) ethylene selectivity over time 

using Cu/PTFE in different concentrations of KHCO3 (0.33 M, 1.0 M, 3.0 M) at a constant current 

density of 150 mA/cm2. 

So far, experimental results agree well with model prediction from the previous chapter. Stability 

performance is multi-fold better in electrolytes that was predicted to allow high CO2 availability, 

such as halides and low concentrations. Moreover, there is a correlation between initial CO FE and 

copper stability. In Figure 19b, higher initial CO FEs were correlated with lower bromide 
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concentrations and higher stability times. As a high production rate of CO typically occurred during 

high CO2 availability,88 this correlation further support a link between anion type and concentration, 

CER stability, and  CO2 availability. To further experimentally searched for a link between CO2 

availability and copper stability, in a continuous Cu/PTFE CER, CO2 partial pressure in feed gas 

was altered using inert N2 (Figure 21). Overall, experimental results showed a strong positive 

correlation between CO2 partial pressure and copper stability, which increased from 2 hr in 50% 

CO2 to 15 hr in 100% CO2. According to Henry’s Law, CO2 partial pressure affected CO2 solubility, 

thus CO2 availability, in a rather linear fashion. Therefore, a prolonged stability under a feed gas 

with a higher CO2 partial pressure suggested that CO2 availability promotes copper stability. 

Overall, experimental and modelling results together suggested that anion’s mechanism of action 

on copper stability occurred via a modulation of CO2 availability. 
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Figure 21: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) CO, c) methane, and d) ethylene selectivity over time 

using Cu/PTFE in 0.5 M KI at a constant current density of 150 mA/cm2 under different CO2 to 

N2 gas feed ratios (1:1, 3:1, 1:0). 

Interestingly, in trials with different CO2 partial pressures, in addition to a stability correlation, 

there was also a correlation between prevalence of CO2 and CO (Figure 21b). When CO2 partial 

pressure doubled from 50% to 100%, initial CO FE, in a similar portion, also increased from 4% 

to 9%, which supported previous hypothesis that population size of CO2 and CO are related. As 

CO is well-established as a key CER intermediate,89 effects on CO would inevitably impact CER 

performance. To further investigate any potential links between CO2 availability, CO prevalence, 

and copper stability we employed operando Raman analysis. Raman analyses were executed over 

2 h to study the stability of different surface adsorbates during CER. Three Raman shift regions 

were observed for CO intermediates, including 280−290 cm−1 for the restricted rotation of adsorbed 
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CO, 360−370 cm−1 for Cu–CO stretching, and 1800−2100 cm−1 for C≡O stretching (including 

CObridge and COatop) (Figure 22a).90, 91 Moreover, Raman shift in the range of 520-530 cm−1 can be 

assigned to the Cu-OH band. 92 Higher intensity of Cu–CO stretching band was shown to relate to 

a higher *CO coverage and better C2+ selectivity 92. However, in all electrolytes, as reaction 

progressed, Cu–CO band decreased while Cu-OH band increased. Therefore, these results suggest 

that CER deactivation mechanism involves *CO coverage on copper decreasing over time and 

becoming replaced by other surface species. Moreover, electrolyte played an important role in 

affecting the speed of this replacement. In 0.5 M K2SO4, Cu-CO peak shortened quickly, and Cu-

OH peak grew rapidly. By 120 min, only a large Cu-OH peak could be seen, showing CER 

deactivation. In 1.0 M KHCO3, Cu-CO peak declined at a slower rate, and a small Cu-CO peak 

could still be seen by 120 min. However, Cu-OH peak was nonetheless much greater. In 1.0 M 

KBr, height of Cu-CO peak remained stable throughout, and Cu-OH grew slowly, only appeared 

as a small peak at 120 min. Moreover, this Raman result for KBr was accompanied by a stable CER 

performance (C2H4 FE > 50%) for its duration. Therefore, these results provide direct evidence 

establishing a link between *CO coverage and copper stability as a CER catalyst. Copper 

deactivation occurred when *CO coverage was too low for effective CER. Furthermore, in-situ 

Raman results also showed that CO2 availability is critical in maintain *CO coverage. In 0.5 M 

K2SO4 where CO2 availability was low, Cu-CO disappeared quickly and within 60 mins, Cu-OH 

became the dominant peak. On the other hand, in 1.0 M KBr, high CO2 availability maintained Cu-

CO and suppressed Cu-OH, which stayed constant even until 60 mins. Different CO2 availability 

in different electrolyte also causes a shift between *COatop and *CObridge adsorption configurations 

(Figure 22b), which play an important role in CER. In previous studies, it was shown that COatop, 

which binds one copper atom, is favored under a high CO coverage, while CObridge, which binds 

two copper atoms, prefer unsaturated surfaces with low a *CO coverage.93-95 Furthermore, *CObridge 

is suggested to be an persistent inert species that builds up on copper surfaces and is unfavorable 
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toward CER.96, 97 Therefore, when *CO coverage is high, a healthy *COatop population allow for 

desirable CER performance. However, when *CO coverage begins to decrease, which in itself is 

disadvantageous toward CER, it also triggers a shift from favorable *COatop to unfavorable 

*CObridge, further exacerbating its effect. Therefore, this shift magnifies *CO coverage’s impact on 

CER performance and provides another reason why CER stability is so sensitivity to CO2 

availability and *CO coverage. Although model predicted only a 12% difference in CO2 availability 

between 0.5 M K2SO4 and 1.0 M KBr, their stability performance differed multi-fold, which 

suggest that even a small difference in *CO coverage can lead to a significant impact on product 

distribution. Moreover, this positive feedback effect driven by an interplay between *CO coverage 

and *CO configuration would also explain why when a catalyst became unstable, its decline is not 

linear but a sharp downward curve (Figures 18 – 21). Overall, in-situ Raman results suggest that 
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diminished *CO coverage is a root cause for copper deactivation and provide evidence for strong 

connections between anion, CO2 availability, *CO coverage, and copper catalyst stability. 

 

Figure 22: In-situ Raman measurements over time in different electrolytes (0.5 M K2SO4, 1.0 M 

KHCO3, and 1.0 M KBr), a) showing both high frequency and low frequency regions, b) zoomed 

into high frequency region, showing transition from COatop to CObridge. 

 

In addition to CO2 availability, other potential reasons behind anion’s effect on stability was also 

analyzed. As Cu/PTFE was a gas diffusion electrode, it was susceptible to salt formation in the gas 

diffusion layer, which causes instability, especially at high electrolyte concentrations.98, 99 Although 

salt formation was not observed during Cu/PTFE experiments, it was nonetheless important to 

eliminate any salting possibilities and re-verified anion effect on stability using a planar copper 
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electrode in a H-cell (Figure 23). Although anion effect on copper stability was less pronounced 

in an H-cell due to a lower current density and a low electrolyte concentration, it was still 

appearance from methane suppression duration that stability followed a trend of Br- > HCO3
- > 

SO4
2-. Therefore, salt formation is likely not a significant reason behind anion’s effect. 

 

Figure 23: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) ethylene, and c) methane selectivity over time using 

Cu foil in an H-cell in different electrolytes (0.025 M K2SO4, 0.05 M KHCO3, and 0.05 M KBr) at 

a constant current density of 7.5 mA/cm2. CO FE was not able to be reliable measured due to low 

production rate under a low current density. 
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Moreover, examination was made to explore the possibility that impurity from the potassium salts 

was a major cause of instability, and anion stability effect were merely a result of a different 

impurity level in each salt.100, 101 To test this hypothesis, any potential impurity was removed from 

K2SO4, the worst performing electrolyte, via an electro-depositing pre-treatment and tested for any 

differences in performance (Figure 24). However, cleaned electrolyte did not cause a strong 

difference in stability performance. K2SO4 electrolyte with pretreatment had a similar stability time 

as K2SO4 electrolyte without pretreatment (3.7 vs 3.3 hr), and they are both significantly shorter 

than halide electrolytes’ performance in previous experiments (>10 hr). These results suggest that 

the natural of the anion (in this case K2SO4), instead of impurities, is the main driver behind the 

stability trends seen so far. In addition, impurities such as Ni and Fe often favor only hydrogen 

production.9 In our case, we only observed increase in hydrogen and methane when ethylene 

formation decreases.  Therefore, salt impurity was likely not a major concern.  
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Figure 24: CER gas products a) hydrogen, b) CO, c) methane, and d) ethylene selectivity over 

time using Cu/PTFE at a constant current density of 150 mA/cm2 in 0.25 M K2SO4 with and 

without a pre-treatment that removes potential electrolyte impurities. 

 

Lastly, consideration was made on anion’s potential effect from its interaction at copper surfaces 

with water molecules, which are important participants of CER.71, 102, 103 However, there is no 

observable correlation between anion’s stability performance and anion’s key hydration 

parameters, namely its hydration radius and number (Table 9). Therefore, anion likely does not 

affect stability through modifying water availability or activity. 
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Table 9: Summary of anion hydration radius and hydration number 

Anion Hydration radius (Å) Hydration number 

HCO₃⁻ 3.64 104 6.9 104 

SO₄²⁻ 3.79 105 8.0 106 

Cl⁻ 3.32 105 6.0 106 

Br⁻ 3.30 105 6.3 106 

I⁻ 3.31 105 9.1 106 

 

To summarize, modelling and experimental results together suggest that anion type and anion 

concentration affect copper stability via influencing CO2 solubility which changes CO2 availability 

at copper’s surface. When CO2 availability is low, *CO coverage decreases quickly, which 

ultimately leads to catalyst instability and poor CER performance. Moreover, this mechanism also 

explains this work’s central paradox, which is anion’s asymmetrical effect on selectivity and on 

stability. Anion affects performance not via a direct interaction with copper but via a shift in CO2 

availability near copper and *CO coverage on copper. Therefore, anion affects stability more 

strongly than selectivity because stability is more sensitive to changes in CO2 availability and *CO 

coverage. Stability’s higher sensitivity is reflected in experimental and modelling results. Our 

model predicted a 12% difference in CO2 concentration between 1.0 M KBr and 0.5 M K2SO4, 

which led to a multi-fold difference in stability time (Figure 18), but an indiscernible difference in 

selectivity (Figure 17). However, when CO2 concentration difference was greater, such as a 46% 

between 0.25 M and 4.0 M KBr, its effect on selectivity became noticeable. In Figures 19a and 

19d, it was apparent that initial hydrogen FE and initial ethylene FE positively and negatively 

correlated with anion concentration, respectively, which are signs that anion concentration was able 

to influence selectivity via affecting CO2 availability. Nonetheless, selectivity remained much less 

sensitive than stability. Despite a large model predicted variance in CO2 availability between 0.25 

M and 4.0 M KBr, their hydrogen and ethylene FEs each differed by only 3%, while their stability 

diverged multiple times. Therefore, critical *CO coverage is likely significantly lower for 
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selectivity than for stability. Overall, these results suggest that experimental conditions in this work 

resulted in *CO coverages sufficiently low to trigger instability but insufficiently low to trigger 

substantial selectivity effect. 

Lastly, as copper deactivation mechanism involves accumulation of *CObridge and non-CO species, 

we attempted to prolong catalyst lifetime through removing these species from copper surfaces. It 

was known that applying a reverse current to copper would cause copper oxidation and removal of 

persistent adsorbate on copper surfaces.107 Therefore, by periodically “resetting” copper surfaces 

via an oxidation current treatment, ethylene selectivity was maintained above 50% for 50 hours at 

150 mA/cm2 in 1.0 M KBr (Figure 25), which was more than a three-fold increase from its 

continuous counterpart. Admittedly, oxidation of copper also resulted in surface changes other than 

persistent species removal. Nonetheless, our results hinted toward a potential approach that 

periodically removes undesirable surface species to substantially increase catalyst lifetime. 

 

Figure 25: CER gas products (hydrogen, CO, methane, and ethylene) selectivity over time with 

periodic oxidation treatments to remove *CObridge that builds up on catalyst over time. Experiment 

was carried out using Cu/PTFE in 1.0 M KBr at a constant current density of 150 mA/cm2. Each 

vertical red line represents an oxidation treatment which is 60 seconds under a constant reverse 

current density of 5 mA/cm2. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

In the previous chapter, the model predicted that anion type and anion concentration exert a 

significant effect on CO2 availability within the catalyst layer. In this chapter, via a series of 

experiments, it was shown that anion’s impact on CO2 concentration indeed affects CER 

performance, especially stability, with selectivity affected to a lesser extent. At current densities 

between 100 mA/cm2 and 250 mA/cm2, under a fixed K+ ion concentration of 1 M, anion type only 

has a weak effect on selectivity. However, under more extreme anion conditions such as 0.25 M 

and 4.0 M KBr, anion’s ability to modulate CO2 was able to translate into notable selectivity 

differences, especially for CO. On the other hand, copper CER’s stability is highly sensitivity to 

anion type and anion concentration, varying multi-fold under different conditions. Importantly, 

anion stability trends follow halides > bicarbonate > sulfate and low concentration > high 

concentration, which agree with model’s prediction that anion affect CER via influencing CO2 

solubility. In addition, it was shown that controlling CO2 availability directly by decreasing CO2 

feed’s partial pressure can imitate the effects of controlling CO2 availability indirectly by adjusting 

anion type and anion concentration, further strengthening a link between electrolyte anion and CO2 

availability. Moreover, in-situ Raman spectroscopy reveals that high CO2 availability is important 

in maintaining surface *CO coverage, which is essential for selective C2+ production. In addition, 

under a low *CO coverage, *CO configuration shift from *COatop to *CObridge, which is an 

additional disadvantage for CER. Together, these results point toward a strong link between CO2 

availability with CER stability, thereby linking anion with CER performance. Lastly, as *CObridge 

was identified as an unfavorable persistent inert species, by periodically removing *CObridge via 

oxidation treatment, catalyst stability was extended three-fold to 50 hours. Overall, this chapter’s 

experiments confirm the previous chapter’s model prediction that anion exerts influence on CER 

performance via modulation of CO2 solubility.  
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Chapter 4 

Summary and Outlook 

4.1 Summary 

This thesis reported how prominent CER anions (HCO3
-, Cl-, Br-, I-, and SO4

2-) affect 

polycrystalline copper selectivity and stability during CER at relatively high current densities. 

Anion effect on CER mainly stems from its ability to modulate CO2 solubility, which in turns 

influences CO2 availability, which ultimately controls copper deactivation. Therefore, stability of 

copper as a CER catalyst is strongly affected by anion type and anion concentration. Halides, 

especially at low concentrations, lead to a prolonged ethylene selectivity and methane suppression. 

However, anion effect on selectivity is much weaker. Cu/PFTE’s C2+ selectivity lingered near 80% 

for all anions at all current densities between 100 and 250 mA/cm2. Nonetheless, a large anion 

concentration difference was able to cause a substantial enough variance in CO2 availability to 

affect selectivity, albeit at a much lesser intensity than stability. Overall, indifference between anion 

and selectivity likely explains CER research’s indifference toward anion. Nonetheless, anion, like 

all other CER components, is indeed a major contributor toward overall performance.  

 

4.2 Future Work 

Overall, this thesis shows that anion affects CER performance on Cu via modulating CO2 

availability. Although anion’s effect on stability was substantial, its effect on selectivity was not as 

obvious. Further investigations are needed to determine if this selectivity effect would amplify at 

higher current densities, where CO2 availability is more limited. All copper catalysts in this thesis 

were polycrystalline and contained a mixture of copper surface orientations. As a result, it is unclear 

whether anion affects each copper facet differently which requires further exploration. While this 

thesis focused solely on copper, other metals such as silver, gold, and bismuth have also received 
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CER research interest due to their ability to efficiently produce C1 products. Therefore, anion effect 

on other CER metals would be an interesting investigation. However, as anion does not directly 

interact with copper, but instead influences its performance by controlling gas solubility, it is likely 

that much of anion effect for copper would behave similarly but also other CER metals as well. 

Anion’s action on CO2 availability stems from its modulation of CO2 solubility via salting out 

effect. However, anion’s impact is limited by CO2’s intrinsically low solubility in water. Due to 

CO2’s non-polar nature, it is multiple times more soluble in non-aqueous solvents such as 

acetonitrile and methanol 108. As CO2 availability is shown in this thesis to play a crucial role in 

controlling stability, research on non-aqueous CER system could open a new frontier of stability 

enhancement, although with significantly more problematic safety concerns. Similarly, increasing 

CO2 solubility by increasing CO2 feed gas pressure may also improve stability performance.   

Overall, CER systems that does not include a catholyte component such as a membrane electrode 

assembly (MEA) tend to be more stable than those with catholyte such as a flow cell. Findings in 

this thesis agree with this observation as any catholyte, with or without anion, serves as a barrier to 

CO2 transport toward the catalyst. Therefore, development of systems that eliminate catholyte and 

maximizes CO2 availability could be promising in achieving successful CER performances. Lastly, 

anion’s effect on gas solubility may also play an important role in other branches of electrochemical 

reduction involving gases, which invites future investigations.   

 

4.3 Outlook 

In recent years, exciting CER results are being reported all around the world. However, there are 

still many CER challenges yet to be resolved, especially in catalyst stability and selectivity for a 

single C2+ product. As of today, no catalyst stability near 1000 hours has been reported. In addition, 

C2+ selectivity is commonly split between ethylene and ethanol. Strong CER performances in 

current density and C2 selectivity are often achieved in alkaline electrolyte which inherently suffers 
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from a severe carbonate formation problem. Improvement in C2 formation in a pH-neutral or acidic 

environment would be desirable. In pursuing these research goals, research tools such as models 

and in-situ characterization techniques will also need to be further developed. Developing 

multiscale models to link microscale catalyst surface phenomena with meso-scale pore space mass 

transport will provide important guidance for rational catalyst optimization. As CER performance 

improves, in-situ characterization will also need to be able to operate under a higher current and 

for a longer duration. Lastly, effectively integrating CER with carbon capture and renewable energy 

will be an imperative step to fully unlock CER’s powerful CO2 mitigation potential. 
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